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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS ON 
TURBULENT DIFFUSION AND SEDIMENTATION 
In t r od u c t i on 
In many fluid flows of practical importance in engineering, agri-
culture, and meteorology, the presence in the flow of foreign matter 
which is transported by the flow is of great importance. Erosion by 
flood waters is one impo.rtant example , the pollution of masses of 
water or atmosphere is another . The importance of the transported 
matter arises in various ways; in some cases principal interest 
centers on the quantity of an impurity removed by a flow, while in 
others a determination of the characteristics of the main flow itself 
depends to a large extent on the quantity and nature of solid matter 
entrained by the flow and carried along in it . The possibility of con-
trolling or predicting such phenomena depends on a knowledge of the 
physical mechanisms of the processes which are involved . At the 
present time such knowledge is insufficient to cope with important 
practical problems . 
When the foreign matter consists of solid particles, as in prob-
lems of erosion and sedimentation, it is natural to seek an analogy 
with molecular processes by supposing that _the history of each parti-
cle or group of particles is characterized by a randomness of the same 
type present ~n molecular kinetics . A diffusion theory is thereby ob-
tained, the practical value of which is, of course, determined solely 
by its ability to explain observed phenomena : Under some circum-
stances both qualitative and quantitative agreement is 'found to be good; 
in other important cases the agreement is less than satisfa,ctory . Simi-
lar analogies are used when one considers processes near boundaries 
at which foreign matter is entrained into and leaves the flow . One then 
draws analogy with the recognized theories of turbulent transfer of 
momentum, heat , and vorticity . These attempts lik ewise meet with 
varying degrees of success . 
Experiments in sedimentation (Vanoni, 1946thave shown not only 
limits of the theories which have so far been applied, but they have also 
indicated roughly the dependence of observed discrepancies on pc:rame-
t ers in some cases where the analogy theories fail. These circumstan-
ces may facilitate attempts to obtain more refined theories . As a first 
* See references and bibliography at end of report. 
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step toward obtaining such refinements , the investigation described by 
the present report was conducted with a dual purpose : (1) to make an 
examination of the fundamental physical and mathemati cal features of 
classical molecular diffusion theory , with particular regard to the compli-
cations which are believed to be at the base of observed discrepancies 
in analogy theories and (2) to survey the work which has been done in 
allied fields, especially meteorology, in which similar problems have 
been faced for many years by competent physicists and mathematicians , 
in order to see which refi nements may be carried over to the theory of 
sedimentation and turbulent diffusion and to suggest new lines of attack 
which may be fruitfuL 
As the difficulties with the theory are largely due to great mathe-
matical complications in any but the simplest problems, the discussion 
which follows places emphasis on mathematical techniques . In order to 
make the presentation more readable to workers in hydraulics who do 
not make frequent use of modern advanced techniques of mathematical 
physics, the discussion is confined to a moderately elementary leveL 
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PART I 
For simplicity the diffusion process will be considered first in a 
one -dimensional, unbounded region. Suppose that initially (at timet A J) 
there is a concentration of unit quantity of an impurity situated at X= ~ 
and none elsewhere . At some later time (t=1:>0) part of this amount 
will have been transferred by an as yet unspecified process of diffusion 
to the point X=CX; this quantity is designated by f(~,o<,'t)d()( 
t t 
-+----~--~--~-------X f ()( ~ x ex 
At a still later instant (t>t') part of f(W,<X,t"kl<x will be at X ; if the process-
e s are the same in both time intervals, this amount will be 
f(~,e< ,'C)docf(O<,XJ-T)JX and the total concentration there per unit length is 
the combined effect of all points 0(: 
Q) 
f (~,xJ) = j f (~/x,-c) f Ccx,x,t --r)d~X 
-a) 
which can also be written 
(/) 
f (~ ,xJ +'t) = J f(~,oc,t)f.(O<,X;t)dcx {1} 
'-00 
by interchanging t and~ , then replacing 't by 't+ t . 
Eq . (1} is a quadratic integral equation for the concentration f 
Eq . {1) is too difficult to be solved, and this might have been antici-
pat ed since it describes a very general class of phen.omena·. By making 
assumptions about the mechanism of the diffusion process , it can be put 
into the form of a tractable differ,ential equation of a well known type. 
Denoting f(~ , XJ+t)= U(xJ+-r) Eq , (1} becomes 
. co 
U(x) t +'t) =J U(O(,t) f(c:x,x,'t)dO< 
:...00 
and by assuming that the process is the same at different points and de -
pends not on the points CX and X separately but only on the distan--ce X-0< 
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between them and on the time interval ·t: which is considered, then we 
can write 
so that 
rtJ 
U(x, t+-c) -J u(cx:t)pC<-<A,L:)6cx (l') 
-ro 
The function p~X-()(,'"[.) can now be interpreted as the probability that 
the net displacement of a particle by diffusion will beX-0{ in a time inter-
vall: One easily deduces the differential equation of diffusion from the 
above integral equation For this purpose the left -hand side is expanded 
in a Taylor series . 
Ur .!. .._ ' ·- ' )(· L) 9U ( t) -l.. 't2 ';JzU(xJ) ..• x, ~.. . tJ - l t..l ... + T. a t x, 2 at z + 
valid for small enough time intervals 1:" • Denoting the displacement X·-C< 
by~, the right-hand side can be expanded in powers of~ : 
, 'X) •• -ll'l · .--((') o U' t) z ci'U( . ) · j U(v:.t)p(X-D:,t)dcx = yJ(x-~,t)p(;,t)c; =J 1 U(x,t)- ~  3 ,x, + j 0 ~t ·- ·-} pC~:t}d; 
- '» onU( t) 'X) 2/LJf t)co X x 
in which X, means-· lX-$. evaluated for ~ = 0 
() ~'1 axn 
The fi: st term in the last integral 
-~ -~ J Ulx,t}p(;J t:)ci; = i J(x,~~)J. ~(~; 1;)ri5 = u (x, t) 
a:> 0) 
since the implied property of the function p is fundamental in its defi-
nition . The second involves 
r»~ p~,~. i:)d~ 
-(J) 
and vanishes if we assume that displacements to the right or to the left 
are of equal likelihood, i;e ., i.f pC-;,tJ=p(~;t) 
Substituting the two expansions in (1), dividing by't and taking the 
limit as 1:'~0 one finds that 
where 
,.-00 
\ lt) ~npC;;t)ci·s 
'C 
(2) 
, 
are assumed to exist (It is clear that these functions exist if the "proba-
b i lity fu~ction" p vanishes r.apidl y enough for increasing I~ I> 0 ). 
Eq . (2) is known in the mathematical theory of statistics as the 
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Fokker-Planck differential equation. (See, for example, Frank von Mises, 
Vol II; p. 595}. On account of the fact that p (~)'"!:") is an even function of~ 
when displacements in one direction are assumed to be as probable as 
those in the opposite direction j- ~ 0 for Yl = 0, I, 2· · ·. It can, moreove:::-
2n+ I 
be shown that in mechanical systems in which motions exist by virtue of 
external forces and thermal motions of molecules the probability function 
p is of such a form that 
J =\cons+. 2k 
21') 0 
n=l 
n= 2, 3 
so that for diffusion processes (2) reduces to 
( 3) 
which is the diffusion equation for a homogeneous one-dimensional medi-
um. The generalization of Eq. (3) to two or three dimensions is easily 
seen to be 
where 
au 
at 
or 
k ~u 
cl o2 ?! 
- +--+--a X a ()lj2 (JzZ 
in rectangular coordinates, respectively. 
(4) 
A simpler but less fundamental deduction of Eq. (3) or (4) is ob-
tained by making the explicit assumption that the rate of diffusive trans-
fer of particles is proportional to the gradient of their concentration U . 
Considering the simplest one -dimensional case again, the increase of 
concentration U in an element of extent d X and eros s section A in time dt 
is ~t.Jdx Adt. The total flow into the elementary area at X is - k 5~ Adt. 
under the above assumption, while that into the face at X +dx is 
Hence in the absence of sources or sinks 
~¥ 6x Adt = fx-c kWsx) Adt. 
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so that since homogeneity implies a k = 0 . one again obtains 
.. ax 
.QU..- k ozu 
a t -· ·a x't-
. (3) 
or its generalization Eq . (4). The first derivation of Eq. · (3) has the ad-
vantage of displaying the deeper physical significance of the assumption 
that diffusive transfer is quantitatively proportional to the gradient of 
concentration. Pursuing similar considerations Einstein showed in 1905 
that 
k RT 
where 
R = gas constant per mole :::; 1. 372 x 10-6 erg/deg. 
T = absolute temperature 
yt - viscosity coefficient of the medium (solvent) 
a - particle diameter 
(4) 
Many physically important generalizations of Eqs. (3) and (4) are 
encountered in engineering and science. These follow from the neces-
sity of relaxing assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy of the medium 
so that the diffusion coefficient is variable on the one hand and from the 
existence of preferred-directions of motion for the diffusing particles 
on the other hand . The latter situation arises, for example, when the 
density of the particles differs sufficiently from that of the medium so 
that, a gravitational force field has a significant effect, as in sedimen-
tation processes . An example of the former situation is in diffusion in 
a stably stratified atmosphere in which case coefficients of diffusion de-
pend on elevation above sea level . 
Such generalizations of -th:e-~si:mplest diffusion processes present 
formidable complications of the· mathe-matics involved in obtaining so-
lutions of the resulting partial differential -equations, and consequently . 
few solutions have been obtained, compar.ed with the number which have 
been found for the simpler processes governed by Eqs. (3) and {4) .. 
It is known that many of the fundamental features of the solutions 
of Eqs. (3) and (4) also characterize the more complicated processes. 
This ceases to be true, however, for those cases in which the coef-
ficient k depends on the concentration itself, or those in which the e-
quation is non-linear for other reasons. 
Insight into the physical mechanism of the diffusion processes can 
be obtained by finding solutions of Eqs. (3) and (4) in particular cases. 
In the remainder of the present chapter typical and otherwise significant 
examples will be analyzed . Emphasis will be placed on the features 
which are found to characterize all diffusion processes . At the same 
time various mathematical techniques suitable for the solution of di£fu;sion 
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probl ems will be employed and relative advantages indicated. Particular 
attenti on will also be given to elucidati ng those experiments which are 
s uggested by the theoretical analysis as suitable for dealing with the prac -
t i cally i m portant problem of evaluating diffusion coefficients numer i cally . 
Conne c tions with related fields of mathematical physics will also be briefly 
indicated . 
Applications of classical diffusion theory to meteorology and hy-
d r aulics, as well as modern refinements of mathematical technique will 
be di scus s ed i n the second chapter . 
In the s i mplest problem of diffusion the concentration of the diffusing 
substance or property varies in one direction only, and the initial distri -
bution i s k n own . If the d iffusion coefficient does not vary from one point 
to another o r with time, the distribution at later instants of time is easily 
determi n ed . The resulting initial value problem is then expressed by the 
differentia l Eq . (3) 
oU = k ctU 
at axz (3) 
combined w ith the initial condition, at t= 0 , 
U (x,O) =~tx) 
A ssuming t he medium to be of infinite extent, no boundaries are present 
at whi ch f u r ther conditions must be satisfied. 
In this case a product-type solution is obtained by assuming that U 
i s the pr o d uct of one factor which depends on the coordinate X alone, 
multip lie d by a factor which depends only on the time, t , i.e., 
Then Eq (3 ) becomes Utx,t) = X(x)T(t) 
X" I ky = T 
where primes denote (ordinary) d i fferentiation . . 
The l e ft -hand side of this equation is a function of X alone and by 
reason of this equation equals a function oft alone; hence each is equal 
to the same c onstant, <X= -'Afk. 
Then X'' + f...Z X = 0 
whi ch has the two particular solutions sin AX and cos 1\ X 
dependence i s then found from 
The time 
T' + 1\Z kT =0 
->.Zkt 
which ha s the particular solution e which ;us ; finite for all t ~ 0 
when A,Z i s r eal and positive . 
Summ ation of particular solutions for X and T leads to the gene r al 
solution 
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U(x,t) = j:[A(") cos Ax+ 6(>.) sin A. x] e--X2 kt d~ 
which involves two functions A\}..) and 5(\) which can be determined so 
that the initial condition U(XJ0) =4>(x) for t =0 is satisfied. 
If ~(x) is defined for all real values of ){ , sectionally ~ontinuous 
over each finite interval of the x-axis, and becomes small enough as X 
becomes large so that the integral is absolutely convergent, and if, final-
ly, we agree to define !(x) at a point of discontinuity Xo by the mean 
·value ··uf ·i:ts""limits · from ·the right and left · of Xo ; that is, ·· 
4i (xo) = i:-[ ~ (X0 +0) + ~ ( Xo- 0)] 
then Fourier'!-s Integral Theorem states that any such function can be repre-
sented as · 
Hxl = ~fdA r 'Ho<) cos A(<>:- x)d<X 
0 0 
Comparison with the form taken by U(')() t) fort;; 0 and expansion 
of cos A(cx-X) shows that 
A C>-.) = ~ J~(c<) cos o< ~de\ 
-']) 
Q) B(~) = ~ j ~(o<) sin c< >. do< 
-('(\ 
and hence 
.():) U(~,t) = ~ J.~--t~kta}, j ~(~)cos A(O(- X)OO{ 
0 -a:> 
which can be simplified by interchanging the order of integrations and 
carrying out the integration with respect to "A . Since 
j- 00 -)fkt . ( ) . \ R let> -~k\. i.Ma(--X)d. \. e cos" r~.-x Cl" .= ,e e e " 
0 0 
and 
2.1 ·· , . L(o<-x) c<-x 
( ~?. { )2. -A Kt t-lA((f.-XJ ·=- \~/kf- 2Jkt - 4kt 
then 
. \ -A h+\). o(-X).J\ I 4k ·- ~d ·= - lT - 4kt. rm .2 I • I I _(o<,-f.'f(OO . '1- (o(-xl· J e uA = 11:-i- e. j e s 2 kt e ~ ~kt 0 
since 
is easily proved. 
Finally 
(5) 
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That Eq . (5 ) is actually the solution to the problem must be es-
tablished, s i nce there was no a priori assurance ·that the assumed product-
type solution exists . To do this one observes first that 
~ 
.J I e- 4kt 
i s a solution of Eq (3 ), for any value of 0( , by direct differentiation 
and substitution in Eq . (3) . A simple limiting pr.ocedure then shows that 
t he i nitial condition is satisfied. 
Letti ng ()( -- X s = 2.[kt in Eq . (5) 
it becomes Q) -
U(x,t) = ~) ~(2-~Jkt +x)e-(d; 
'-(X) 
whi ch , in the limit as t -+0 clearly becomes 
U(x,o) = ~ l)lxl e-f" d~ = ~lx) 
A physical interpretation of the solution (5) as the superposition 
of effects of a distribution of fundamental solutions is apparent. One such 
soluti on is 
' 
"( (0<.- X)z 
U1l0( (X: t) = Z/frkt e- 4kt (6) 
and it ~ s evident that as 1 -0 
whereas 
u,,.cx.O)= 1 ,~ X= 0< 
100 '( (o< -x.l e.- 4kt dx = v _ 00 2hrkt If 
T h ese last two properties of Ut.ot(X,t) show that (6) represents an 
instantaneous "di ffusion pole" of strength i situated at .X =o< at timet= 0 , 
so t h at (6) gives the distr ibution in space and time t>O resu~ting from 
the r elease at time t=O at location X= Q< of quantity l pe~ unit area of 
t h e ~z plane of an impurity into an otherwise pure substance , when the 
physical process is one of diffusion . It is to be noted that the speed of 
propagati on is infinite since _ U~,o<(X;f.) > 0 for all I x I.e::. a> and t > 0. 
The solution (5) th~refore represents the superposition of the ef-
f e c ts of such instantaneous poles of strength ~(ot..)dt( at X,;,CX , each such 
pole acting i ndependent! y of all the others . 
The nature of the fundamental solution ( 6) will be clarified further 
by c onsi dering simple particular distributions p(x) . 
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The connection between diffusion and probability is also suggested 
by the form of Eq . (6) and merits brief discussion before considering 
special cases . We compare (6) with the Gaussian law of error 
dE =.J~/rr e-~xadx 
where dE is the p r obability of an error in a measuring process whose 
precision is given a "precision factor" j3 . In the case of (6) this factor 
is ~2(4ktf 1 ; infinite precision at t=O which corresponds to absolute 
concentration of impurity ih the plane X=<X and decreasing precision (con-
centration) at later time t >O . 
The solution (6) is plotted in Fig. 1, from which important geometri-
cal properties are evident. 
.F..or successive instants of time Q <:: t, < tz..:;:t 3< ... , the curves are all 
symmetrical about X::O( , have steadily decreasing maxima and constant 
area enclosed between each and the x-axis, and ultimately approach 
Uul( (X;oo) = 0 as the quantity '/ of substance is distributed over an 
ever widening range . 
As an application of the formula (5) consider a very long cylindri-
cal container which is divided by a partition normal to the axis of the 
cylinder; on one side of the partition there is a "pure" substance, i.e . , 
vanishing concentration of impurity, on the other side there is a uniform 
concentration U0 = const . At time t=O the partition is removed and a 
pollution of the pure substance by a diffusion process ensues. 
The analytical formulation of the problem then consists of the differ-
entia! Eq. (3) and initial condition in which 
t(x) = f o l U0 = cons+. 
X<O 
i< >0 
so that the solution (5) becomes 
U len (~1({)2 U(x)t) = 0 e- dcx-
ZJn-kt o 
Uo[ \ f X ) 2 +er 2Jkt 
(7) 
(8) 
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where the error function is, by definition, 
·.< 
x _ 2 .\ zr;r _ t 
erf 2.[kt =.fiT jo e dg 
This function is tabulated in many convenient references (e . g. see ref. 4 ) 
The concentration for ~uccessive instants of 'time ·[ >0 is then found 
from tables of values of the error function; the distribution for successive 
instants of time 0 = t0 ~·t , ~ tz. < t3 < · · ... -~too= 00 , is indicated quali-
tatively in Fig . 2. The solution is seen to 
u ~ . 
q, -~-- ~7 
/ Lt 
·'-
,_- -· --- .... ___ ........ _ -·- -... .. -- ·-- ·-- ·--- - ·-- '::.2:~_---
represent a continuous diffusion from the region X>O to the region X< 0 
On both sides of X:.::. 0 the value Uo T is approached asymptotically . 
The total quantity which has passed the plane X=O up to timeT is easily 
computed. Denoting the quantity per unit area by (~(T) 
C'(T) ..... J~k 0U(O,t) dl =JT Uoi'K. d-1:. = lj j kT 
x '();<. I.! r.r o ·rr 0 0 r ~ ~ • 
which suggests that if the quantity Q is measurable the diffusion coef-
ficii:mt ~s obtained immediately from it as . Tl Q(T) ~= T U 2 
. 0 
It is sometimes also of importance to obtain an idea of how rapidly 
the diffusion process progresses through a medium and upon what pa -
rameters this depends . In the present problem one can determi ne the 
diffusion time which will lapse before a given concentration U < U0/2.. 
is developed at some point X<. 0 . 
This is_ easily obtained from Eq . (8) since 
x=2Jkt erf-1{ 2~0 - 1} (9) 
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gives the coordinate ; ~ at which the concentration will be precisely U at 
time t , where the notation -=?..rf - r is the function inve r se to er f , i . e . , if 
· X 
Z = EJ f 'X ::::: k t e-~ .. c1:; 
then - I , ) e rr lZl ·= X 
For a given concentration U , then 
d ~ = [k: (:: d -I ( 2.l~!. -
c\ t ,J i: . I 
. , 
(10) 
so that the propagation speed for a given concentration U decreases with 
time and is proportional to the square root of the coefficient k . 
In the same manner one can determine, in the region ·1. >0 , how 
much time is required for the concentration to decrease from J o to 
u 
some value U > T. This problem may be of importance i n some appli -
cations . 
It is clear that Eqs . (9) or (10) can be used to determine k , the 
diffusion coefficient from observations of concentration at a measured 
position and instant of time . 
Another example of the simplest diffusion process results when 
the initial distribution of a diffusing substance consists of a layer of 
uniform concentration embedded in an initially undiluted field . Specifi-
cally if we take , 
P lCX) = 1 -ll 0 
where U= constant, then Eq . (5) becomes 
+I 
U(d) = zkJ.u 
- I 
c1 r , i +x 
- -2 I e t t -;:;- 11-= -t . L L.:<Zt r 
\<XI< I 
i- )( 1 
2)k t 
(11) 
which has the general form of the curves in Fig . 2, from which several 
characteristics of the diffusion process can readily be seen . It is clear 
that the concentration P.ecreases most · rapidly initially in the region which 
originally contained the diffusing substance (or property), subsequently 
decreases there more slowly . In the i n"lmediately adjacent regie;_ ( L<. l = 1 + E ,) 
the concentration increases at first then decreases . At large distances 
\xl >;> I there is a slower increase of concentration followed by a decrease 
ultimately approaching zero as the diffused matter is spread over an 
-13-
Figure 2 
effectively ever-increasing intervaL 
The exponential behavior of the solution (ll), as well as that of 
Eqs . (5) and (8 ), will be seen to be typical of diffusion processes. 
Although the solution (5) represents a highly ;tidealized problem, 
there are problems of practical importance which are elucidated by it. 
In practical problems of diffusion, more generan~· , the physical circum-
stances are often too complicated to permit complete analytical solution . 
In such cases it h often worthwhile to investigate the usefulness of the 
solution to an appropriately chosen idea)ized problem such as (5), for 
example. Thi~ will .be done for Eq . (11).: 
As the problem was formulated, the assumption was made of de-
pendence on only one space variable X ; this corresponds to assuming a 
plane layer of infinite extent (and thickness two units, -1 <X<\ ). In 
a practical problem in which an adulterant is initially concentrated in a 
plane layer of finite thickness and of finite extent solution (5) does not 
apply, strictly speaking. One may expect, however, that for points much 
closer to the layer than to other boundaries, and at relatively small 
values of the time t , the solution will be useful, since the influence of 
a boundary will not have had sufficient time to make its influence felt. 
To make these ideas more precise, consider a' point with coordinate 
X=l+c~ O<t<< I ; from (11} it is clear that ' the first eerm will predominate, 
i . e . , 
and 11 small t 11 means 
or 
erf Z.+~ ">> ZJkt 
that for 
. ..z...tt. >> I Z[kt 
erf z!h-
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the solution , which then becomes : 
·r- ') u. r i+x \ I,.)(Jl =z-c.r 2.H~ t 
may be expe·cted to represen t a real situation fairly closely . This shows 
that the larger the diffusion coefficient (compared with the quantity L+ f. 
. Zjt 
of the same dimensions , of course), the longer will be the time :l. during 
which the solution (ll) is useful for points near the initial layer . The 
limits on this distance are likewise easily obtained quantitatively in terms 
of the physical parameter k and timet by means of inequalities . 
In the examples considered up to this point the diffusion coefficient 
k has been assumed to be indepen dent of the concentration U but in some 
cases this assumption may be untenable . In this event (or to determine 
if this is so), the fo r m of k\U) can be found by integrating the results of 
measurements of the concen tration in a process corresponding to simple 
but special initial boundary conditions . 
By relaxing the assumption k. =constant in the derivation of Eq . (3), 
the diffusion equation becomes 
au ) -tu . , ) r :ou \2 
at =klU ax,-~ k(U '0XJ (12) 
. , I(U) ak 
where K :-:: ·au . 
The highly non-linear character of Eq . (12) precludes the possi -
bility of integrating the equation for a significant physical problem, but 
its peculiar form permits reduction to an ordinary differential equation, 
so that k(U) can be found , 
This will be done for the diffusion process with initial conditions 
U ( 0\ - i 0 X, 1 -- 1 Uo= c..or.s\-. ~·~ >0 
X <.Q 
To obtain the ordinary differential equation it is tentatively assumed 
that the concentration U depends only on one new variable Y(=.)C,t), where the 
exponent }, is to be determined . Under this assumption Eq . {12) becomes 
Arl _dU = { klU) ~,fU2 + ktU)i q~t} t 2>.+ i dYl . d rt .· \ct \ (12 () 
which clearly will d'epend on Yj_ but not X or t separately, if the condition 
2~+1=0 . 
is satisfied, i . e . , if Yl = xAt .. For X >0 J-+0,"f1-++00 , while for X<O; -t~O,yt-+-00 
Hence the new equation i s to be satisfied subject to the two 11 boundary" 
conditions : 
U(Yl) \ = U(oo) = U0 = const. ·~ ~=00 
U(-oo) = 0 
-15-
Rewriting (12 ') as 
it is evident, since 
that 
Hence if one determines U= U(yt) (by measurements of a controlled ex-
periment, or otherwise), then the dependence of diffusion coefficient , k 
on concentration U is .obtained by quadrature from the relation 
. ' "{(U) d1L d rU 
k(U):-~J 4- CIYfdYl = -·~J -%-dU (13) 
' . 
In most cases in which the properties of the medium are not greatly 
influenced by the diffusion process itself, e.g., those in which diffusion 
occurs in weak mixtures, the diffusion coefficient may not be expected to 
depend sensitively on the concentration. When these conditions are not 
fulfilled, however' or when for other reasons it appear.s that this de pen-
dence is not negligible, formula (13) iri conjunction with suitable measure-
ments will furnish the form of the dependence and quantitative values of k. 
Diffusion in a Bounded Medium with Uniform Concentration at Boundary 
If there is .a wall at X ::::.0 at which diffusing matter is completely 
removed so that the concentration there is zero, while the distribution 
of U is known at t=-0 for x >O, then the problem is given by the differ .. 
ential equation 
(3) 
one initial condition 
I. C o x>O 
and one boundary condi.tion 
B . C . 
This combined initial- and boundary- value problem can be im-
mediately reduced to the pure initial value problem 
' .Jc = k u ;,01; 
U(x,O)=P(~) x>O and p(-x),~-· ~()1.) X<O 
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which amounts to an odd reflection in the plane )', =0 
From (5), then 
, [ r0 <;}k x)2 JC() (a{ t ')(.)2. J U(x,t) = 2~ L,i(o<) e- t dtx + 
0 
p(()() e- 41<-t drX 
, rill [ -Y -~] 
=- z;ili J}HtX) e k - e d£X 
which is the required solution obtained by simple reflection in the plane X== 0 .. 
Diffusion in Two Dimensions 
In the examples considered above it was assumed that diffusion 
occurred in a medium in which all physical quantities depend on only 
one space coordinate X . A somewhat less special situation occurs when 
diffusion is no longer assumed to be identio:al in every plane X= const., 
but also depends on another coordinate, '::1 ·, say, but remains independent 
of z . Such a diffusion process might exist if the medium is bounded by 
walls whose generators are all parallel to the z_ axis . 
If the medium is again assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, 
the differential equation for the diffusion process Eq. (4) becomes 
aU k ( CfU CfU) rr = CfiZ. + a ~z (41) 
and general solutions of this equation will be obtained by first consider-
ing the special case in which U depends on time t and the distance r 
of a point from the Z -axis . 
Since 
cfU + oz.u = ctu + _, au 
2Jy..,'l. o~Z. ()(Z. r ar 
in this case , then by assuming that a solution can be of the form 
U(r, t) = R(r) T ( t) one obtains from the differential equation 
I \ R' L I R 1 R" + -r-5 = 0- =- - 1\2. 
in which A. is a real constant, as previously . Then the two resulting 
ordinary differential equations 
'T ' -t kAzT = 0 
R" + ~ + ;r..z R = 0 
r 
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have solutions -r = e.-k~t and R = A Jo "l.r) + BY/'A r) where 
j 0 and Yo are the symbols for two independept solutions of Bessel 1s 
differential equation. Considering only solutions which are finite at 'I= J 
one has the general s_olution 
U. . \
00 
( -ktt- ( \ lf.t)=J
0 
1\ A.}e J0,)\Y)d~ (14) 
in which / (>.) is so far an arbitrary function of>, which can be so chosen 
that initial conditions are satisfied for a specific problem. 
To determine the form A(i\) one uses th.e theorem from the theory 
of Bessel 1 s functions for the representation of a function as a double inte-
gral over Bessel 1 s functions {see, for example, Whittaker and Watson, 
p. 385) 
(15) 
This representation is analagous to the use of Fourier 1s Integral Theorem 
which was made in obtaining Eq. (5) above; Eq. (15) is called the Fourier-
Bessel integral 
Since at t=O , Eq. (14) becomes 
U(r.O) = p(r) = JACX) l,(Ar)dA 
0 
comparison with (15) shows that 
A( A)= r~(o<) Jo'AD<) lX d(l( 
and hence the solution of Eq. (4 1 ) satisfying the initial condHion U(r,O)=-~(r) is 
(ro ,-ro 
t)(y, t) = j
0 
j
0 
9?.(u.) Jo(Ao<)c< e-k>..Zf. J/), r) dcx d./\ 
(16} 
reo fO') 2 
=j p (O!)o<dl)( J J0 (AO()Jc,(.Ar)e-k>i t /,dA 
0 0 
One integration of the double integral (16) can be effected by con-
sidering a unit source at the origin, i.e., ~(0!, = Q forO(~ 0 , but 
( (.')) j ~ (<X) ot. dcx = I 
0 
for then (16} becomes 
(17) 
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which can be evaluated . Substituting 
·-L 
n==O 
in the integral (1 7 }, integrating 
- e-~ 
each term by parts and summing, one 
easily obtains 
then write 
Uo- - Zkt ; introducing a constant factor one may 
,,.:z. 
I y e. - -1-kt 
' (18) 
as the expression for a two -dimensional instantaneous diffusion pole of 
strength ( situated at i =O (compare with Eq. (6) . The correctness of 
the choice of the constant factor is easily verified by a simple integration . 
That Eq . (18) is actually a soluti on of (4 1 } is verified directly by differ-
entiation or by observing that the series for J0 is uniformly and abso-
lutely convergent . The generalization corresponding to a distribution of 
such pol_es oveJ;" the X-~ plane , with strength ~(~) r) at X=~ > ::::1 =or 
clearly 1s 
(19) 
Diffusion in Three Dimensions 
With a _slight but suggestive change of notation one may observe 
that the one - dimensional diffusion -pole (6) at ·, ~ =0 and of unit strength 
is 
[ ? r--. . ] ' £_ ,p,·K t. 
(6) 
and that tn two dimensions the analagous solution for a two-dimensional 
diffusion pole was found to be 
. ri!!. 
r"-:.-::1""=' ======.=]a e- _4_i<_t_ 
t2Ji;- k t 
(18) 
One may, therefore, inquire wh·ethe r in three dimensions the unit pole 
at the origin would be (with; cz=- x2+1/·l-Z2) 
: - r2 
[2Jrrkt ]3 ~ 4 id. (20} 
That this conjecture is correct can be determined by proceeding in the 
same manner as previousl y by finding product solutions of the three -
dimensional diffusion equation . Or it can be verified directly by 
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differenhation of (20} and by showing that the value of the integral 
On account of the importance of this solution and the methods by 
which it .,ftill be obtained, the solution (20) will b ·e established by differ-
ent method~ than those mentioned above. Starting from the equation 
for diffusion in three dimensions with spherical symmetry 
( 4") 
it is clear that V = 1j satisfies the equatio~ . 
(21} 
of one -dimensional diffusion.. If we are interested in obt_aining solutions 
U which are regular at the origin r•O, we will want to find solutions of 
Eq. (2l)for which V=O at .r =0. 
The fundamental solution of Eq. (21} was found above to be 
\ r~ V= "".JlfKfe-+IT (22) C. lfK 
which corre spon\fs to . _ r2. 
. U=;: I e4'Kt 
' which, however, is cleaflyJiro~\egular at r-0 and is, therefore, not a 
suitable · solu~ion. A more useful solution is obtained from (22) by differ-
entiation with respect to ( , since 
. 2 
M _ -re-m 
Or ~ +J1Tk3:3 
is clearly also a solution of (21}; the corresponding solution of (4'') is 
. ra 
.· ·i·· _ I e-4kt 
UK - [2{rrk t ] 3 (23) 
within a constant multiplicative factor; (23) is regular at ;~ :::0 · and indeed 
represents a diffusion pole of strength ( at time t=O situated at r=O. 
Comparison of the diffusion poles for one , two, and three dimen-
sions, (6), (18}, and (20) indicate that two - -.alld three-dimensional effects 
result solely in increasingly rapid diffusion of concentration U, that is at 
a point in the medium the concentration approaches zero more rapidly; 
. y-2 
the spatial distribution remains the same-- e-4kt ' in all ca.ses . 
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On the Integral Equation of Diffusion 
It is of interest to note in connection the the integral equation (l') 
that its solutions also ::;atisfy the partial differential Eq. (3) of diffusion, 
when the "probability functi on" p(x-cx, 1J) is even inX-CX_ With a slight 
change of notation, i t is 
co 
U(x,t)-laY (o< ,'t) p(x-oc, t- -r)dx (24) 
and according to the meani ng of the functionpand its relation to the 
fundamental solution (6), which can be written now 
( 6~) 
it is seen that the soluti.ons of (1 1) are linear superpositions of funda-
mental solutions of Eq. (3); consequently th~ solutions of Eq. (1') also 
possess t.his property. 
By making use of the fact that ihe function 
(25) 
is a solution of the d i ffus i on Eq. (3), whe!"e Hn i s the Hermite polynomial 
of deg::-ee n , a linear integral equation with symmetric kernel can be 
obtained from Eq. (1'), On account cf the completeness of the functions 
Hn , the initial ccr ... cen trati on as a £-..mction of the coordinate X can be 
expanded in a seri es of Herm:te polynomi als and the resulting integral 
equation can be solved by standa::-d methods . 
An alternative method of obtaining the i ntegral equation, equally 
applicable in the case of C.iffusi on ).n sevcr.al dimensions, is to proceed 
from the differential equation by seeking product-type solutions . This 
leads to ordinary d i fferential equations which can be transformed into 
integral equaticns by ele1nent ary con3ideratic..ns. This approach may be 
especially '.lseful when i n itial values are not rnost easily expressed in 
closed form, or when for other r.easons an approximate solution is 
sought. 
Turning fr01n h i ghly i dealized diffusion problerns to more realistic 
situations, the mathematical t r eaments become increasingly complex 
The techniques of Laplace T:o::'ansform and Green's Functions are found 
:i.n some such problems to be quite useful. Parti cularly to indicate the 
application of Laplace Transfor.m r~~ethods, consider next the one-
dimensional d i ffusion process i n a semi - infinite n~edium in which the 
concentration at the wall U(O,t) i s permi tted to vary with time (as in the 
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presence of absorbers, o.r when the diffusing substance is emitted into 
the medium intermittently) . If the · initial concentration on U(.x:O) = ~(x), 
say, then the mixed initial and boundary value problem becomes 
P.D. E. Ut = k U~,x U = U(x>t.) 
r. c. U(x,O) = P(x) 
B . C. U ( 0 > t) = Cf( t) 
and by introduction of the Laplace Transform of U(/,f) as 
((D 
V(X/5) = j e-st UCx) t')d t = £ l U, 5~ 
0 . 
(26) 
( 2 7} 
( 28) 
(29) 
(see, for example, Churchill's book on Laplace Transform Techniques 
listed in the bibliography), the problem is at once reduced to an o r dina r y 
differential equation 
(2.6 1 ) 
of the second order and two boundary conditions 
5
00 st V(0,5) = f(s) = 
0 
e- cp(t)dt {28 1) 
V(oo,tS) < en 
in which S appears as a para:x;ne ter . The incorporation of the initial 
condition (27) into the differe!l·tial equation. (26 1 ) is an essential featu.:re 
of the method and is obtained. at once from the definition of the Laplace 
Transform: 
· ::o .t~Ut,'=>} = f0e5tUtdt = e-5~U(x,t)l + 5 V(x,s)::.- P(x) +5 v('t.S) 
0 t=O 
The solution to the problem consisting o{ (26') a nd. 1 2S ' ) is e a ::;ily 
expressed in any of several forms , the mo st suitable on e~ for prest~nt 
purposes being 
(30) 
where the Green' s Function 
X<~ 
f--. ' ..:2... ) rn. = ~ \~ X>~ 
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The correctness of the solution {30) is easily established by 
straightforward differentiation ; the preference for the form (30) is con-
nected with its suitability to generalization and the manner in which the 
initial value ~(x) is exhibited as the coefficient of the term G(x,~) 
which does not depend on initial conditions . . ' More systematic intro-
duction of the Green's Function for diffusion processes will be considered 
later and its further properties will be discussed. 
To express the solution in terms of the cmcentration U(x~'l) rather 
than its Laplace Transform V(X/5) one uses the convolution theorem and 
tables of transforms, for greatest simplicity. After some minor manipu-
lations (30) then becomes 
(31) 
which is re~_dily interpreted in terms of diffusion poles distributed in 
time for t >0 and of strength proportional to the value at the wall X =0 
plus a spatial distribution of instantaneous sources ( at t.:::. 0 ) which 
satisfy the initial condition (27). 
Diffusion in Convection Flow 
The differential equation {4) of the diffusion process was derived 
by considering the case of ·zero relative mean velocfty between the dif-
fusing substance and its surrounding medium. The 'presence of a super-
imposed mean flow introduces a new term into the differential equation. 
Considering a three -dimensional elemen!_ of dimensions ~lt,S!f,~Z and ·the 
mean flow velocities of the particles by v ( v.,. I v':IJ Vz) the net rate of 
efflux of concentr~tion per unit time is clear! y 
{k(-k~+UYx] +a~[- k~~ +UV!1) + cfz [-k ~~ +UVz]} Sx~~~z 
so that the diffusion equation becomes 
ou . ( ) -at= d1v kgrad .U -div(UV) 
'J 
-k~+U~I<~+UV.+frl-1<-*+UV.)• 
X 
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in vector notation when the diffusion coefficient is assumed to be con-
S'tant, or 
~~ = k /:lU - div(UVJ ( 4•) 
If axes .are oriented so that-}{ is-in the direution of the gravity 
force and if, moreuver, altparticl-es are assumed to be of the same size 
so that each has the same (constant) velocity of free -fall "lx =-'I, Vy = Vz=O, 
then ( 4•) becomes, for one -dimensional diffusion 
(32) 
An important simplification of {32) is made 
variables . . Introducing 
by a simple change of 
(32} becomes 
'N('I./ .. ) = U(xJ) e z~ (x + ft) 
oW 
at 
(33) 
(3) 
the differential · equation of. one -dimensional diffusion in the absence of 
an external force field . 
The transformation (33 ) can be deduced in the following manner . 
One first observes that the first - derivation term V ~~ can be eliminated 
since the equation contains terms with only constant coefficients an,d has 
• two independent variables x and t. If there were no time dependence an 
exponential transformation would replace the first derivative term by a 
te~m proportional tb U itself; the presence of the time variable provides 
just sufficient additional freedo:p-1 to permit the reduction to equati on (3) . 
The .precise form of equation (3 3) is obta ined ,by considering the trans-
formation 
and determining the constants a and b by the condition that the coef-
fi cients ofW and Wx vanish in the r esulting equation . 
Several general observati o n s about the reduction of (32) to {3) 
are in order . The eliminati o n o f the first - order term does not 
change the fundamental characteri stics of the solutions, since it is 
' . 
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not a highest-order term, whereas both of the other terms are : 
.g~ is the highest order term with respect to the variable t, k g-~2 
with respect to X; the removal of either of these terms is accompanied 
by drastic changes in the properties of solutions of the equation, includ-
ing the loss of one initial or boundary condition. The reduction to 
equation (3) is nonetheless of great importance since it identifies each 
sedimentation problem described by (32) and suitable auxiliary condi-
tions, with a simple diffusion problem with altered auxiliary conditions , 
Consequently the fu.ndamental properties of solutions of the equation of 
diffusion (the existence and significance of diffusion poles, for example) 
ap~ly to the more general physical phenomenon in which an external 
force field is present, 
The distribution of sediment has been determined by Chandrasekhar 
for the case in wnich a unit quantity of sedimentary particles, per unit 
area in the y-_z plane, is initially (at t =0 ) concentrated in the p~ane 
x = x0 , The problem is then to find the concentration U(x,t) which 
satisfies the partial differential equation (P. D. E.) and the initial con·· 
d. i tion (I. C. ) 
P . D.E. 
I. c . 
X= ')(o 
X~ Xo 
a nd also a boundary condition (B. C . ) expressing the fact that all p~.:r t.i ­
cles are r eflected at the floor of the vessel, 
B . C. at X= 0 for all t >0 
Letti ng 
the P . D. E. becomes 
• 
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the I. C. and B. C. become 
I. c . as t-~o 
:a·. c. kg~+ Yf-=0 at X= 0 for al.l -( >0 
Th~ problem is therefore reduceci to a standard one 1n the theory of 
heat conduction, and the solution is given by 
which can be written at once in term3 of the concentration lJ by 
means of (33 1). 
The Use of Green's Functions in Connection with· Diffusion Prooletns 
The presence of boundaries which confine a diffusi?\>:8. medium 
presents difficulty in obtaining a representation of the conce.,tration 
distribution in time and space. A technique which is of gr~at value in 
dealing with such problems in,rolves the concept of Green ' s Functions . 
The.se functions furnish insight into the manner in which general so-
lutions are obtained from distributions of the fundamental diffusion 
pole·s, and, therefore, n~erit a somewhat detailed discussion 
To orient ideas our considet'ation returns first to the diffusion 
process in a one-di:q1ension.al homogeneous medium of unlimited e:>~tent 
in both directions . In this case we ha.ve previously found thc>.t the cun-
centration is given by 
I (w ~xf 
U(x +) = ----·j ~'o<) e4-"kt do< (s) '~ 2Jrrkt · ~ 
-00 
which satisfies the diffusion equatior>. (3) and initial condition 
LJ(x,O) .,, ~(x) 
To obtain the solutic.n when there is one boundary situated at 
X= 0 , say, the simplest "reflection" yields the solution . If there is 
an absorber at X= 0 which removes the dilutant entirely so t:b.at 
U(O,t)= 0 , then it is clear that this condition is satisfied by putting, 
for~<. 0 , ~(X):....-~(- X) m ( 5), for if 2 is continuous then it must 
vantsh at )(- b . 
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Hence {5) be comes 
rOO 
U(xJ) = J ~(o:.) G do( 
0 
where 
- (~+f)2j_ 
e "+k 
This Green's Function G may be 'i nterpreted physically. It plainly 
represents the sum of the effects of a diffusion pole (or source) of 
unit strength sit~ated at / = 0( and acting at t = 0 , plus the effect of a 
second pole of opposite sign situated at X= -t::l( . The sum is therefore 
an odd function of X which consequently 'vanishes at X =.0. The so-
lution is then the resultant of a distribution along the X axis of such 
poles, of strength ~(o<) at X =C< on the positive x-axis and of such 
strength for negative X that the condition of vanhshing at X=O , 
i.e., U(O,t)= 0 , is identically satisfied . A similar procedure sug-
gests itself for the process in which the boundary is an opaque wall 
through which dilutant may not pass . In thi s case it is seen from pre-
vio~s considerations that the condition to be satisfie~ is that d~~O,t)_ 0 . 
This means that~~ should be an odd function of X (in contrast with the 
case just discusse·d in which U itself is odd in X), or U is even in 'A . 
For a pole at X=cX , therefore, the corresponding reflected pole at · 
X=-0< is of the same sign. The .process in which there is partial ab-
sorption at the bou?dary ii,S 41ightl y rnore complicated in detail; in this 
case the boundary condi tion is of the form ()~~; t) + kU(O,J)= () which 
may be regarded al) intermediate between the two limiting cases just 
discussed which correspond to h =Y:> and h= 0 , respectively , 
The great value of the c oncept of reflections of fundamental sol~­
tions and their combi nations into Green's Functions is the suitability to 
generalizatio-n . The one -dimensional d iffusion process may be treated 
when the mediurn is of finite extent , this is , when there are two bounda-
ries present. It will be seen that in this case each diffusion pole must 
be reflected not once, but infinitely many times in order to satisfy 
boundary conditions . The method is also useful for diffusion in two and 
three dimensions . 
A particularly elegant form is assumed by the Green's Function 
for the one -di mensional bounded d i ffusion process . Since important 
physi~al ideas are also elucidated thereby, the analytical treatment 
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will be considered next . 
The starting point is the seeming! y special and artificial process 
in w.ihich there is periodicity in the space coordinate; i.e., U(x+ I, t) = 
UCx 1 t} for all-<n<. X <00 and the initial distribution is symmetric about 
. )<= 0 . In this ··case 
.p:L 
~(x) = 2_ An. c.os(2-rrnx) 
n::.o 
+1/Z :H i t 
Ao = j f(x)d~ 
-l/z 
An= 2 J f(x) co5 Z1rnxdx 
-1/2 
since, on account of the assumed symmetry, all sine terll).S are absent. 
Clearly the solution is obtainable by multiplying each term in the sum by 
-(2,.n)2 kt· 
e , since 
clearly satisfied equation (3) . Specializing the initial distribution so that 
a unit pole is situated at X= 0 (and hence also at X=± 1,, ±Z, etc_.}, that is, 
so that 
+5 j ~(x)dx = I 
-S 
f(X) =0 for x ~o but 
then Ao= I> A1=A2= · · · = 2 . and the solution is 
Ulx,t) = I ~ Z  e_4,..r'kl cos (2rrnx) 
which is the theta function of Jacoby . In the more usual· notation , 
letting 't-.4-'Trikt , this becomes 
~ ; n.ln ~(x h:) = \ -+ 2 L e · c.o s ~ 2-rr n x) 
n=l 
It will be seen that this notation' is convenient for expressin.g the Green 's 
Function in the example which is considered next . 
It is now possible to obtain in simple form the solution of the p rob -
· lem of diffusion in a medium bounded at both ends, extending from X = 0 
to X=+-e , say. For simplicity consider that absorbers are situated at 
bothwalls, sotha,t U(O,t)=U(+tt)=O. 
"• 
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The Green's Function can now be constructed by following- a pur~ly intui-
tive argument . The solution 
rt . 
U(xJ) =j C£(~)Gd~ 
. 0 
is written in terms of the Green's Function G which is interpreted in 
terms of a diffusion pole and its reflections in the following manner: 
-. A unit positive diffusion pole, A, situated at X=~ must clearly 
be reflected by another, B, with negative sign at X--~ in order that 
U(O,l)=O ; B requires a reflection, C, with opposite {positive) sign at 
2~ +~ in order to satisfy the condition U(-e,t):: 0 ; reflections are like-
wise required by C . The pole A also requires a negative reflection K 
at z~- ~ in order to satisfy U(..e)t)= 0 ; K, in turn, requires further re-
flections but it is already clear that the distribution in the interval 
-t<X<+-~ is continued in the interval ~<:X<3f, ; it 
I 
-2£. 
B 
. I 
-; 
K 
I 
-e ' 2-R. 
c 
+ 
I ·~ X 3t 
is easily shown that the periadfc continuation extends indefinitely on 
both sides of the interval-.e<x "'~ . This permits the Green's Function 
to be written at once as 
so that 
It can be shown that Fourier's Method yields the same result in this 
case. That (28) is the correct solution to the mixed initial-boundary 
value problem can be established by means of showing its identity with 
any other representation and by observing the uniqueness of such 
solutions . 
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The equivalence of all representations of the solution notwith-
standing, one or another representation may be of advantage i£: one is 
particularly interested in the earlier stages of the diffusion process, or 
the later, for example. The rapid convergence of the theta function for 
large values of 'J; (or of kt) makes the representation (28) most suitable 
for the later stages of the process. 
A remarkable relation between certain solutions of the wave e-
quation and solutions of the equation of diffusion has been pointed out by 
Bateman . It states that if1..l(,)( 1 ~Jz 1t) is a solution of the wave equation 
<fu _ <:fu <:fu _fu 
atZ- ()x,.2. + 01;12 + ozZ 
which satisfies the initial conditions at t = 0 : 
then 
tt = G (x)y.z) 
*=0 
2 )00 -52 
1J = c-: -u(x ) ~,z, csft)e ds 
..rrr o 
is "usually" a solution of the diffusion equation 
in three dimensions and satisfies the condition, when 
V = G(x )y,z) 
( 4'') 
(34) 
"t=-0; 
The diffusion equation (4) in which the coefficient k appears can easily 
be put into the form ( 4") by a simple transformation performed on the 
time variable. A rigorous statement has not been given of the conditions 
under which the solutions are related in the above manner. The special 
nature of the conditions under which the solutions of (4") and (34) are re-
lated restricts the usefulness of the theorem considerably; the advisa-
bility of investigating the possibility of generalizing it suggests itsel£. . 
It is t0- be noted that the theorem is of especially timely interest to those 
who are concerned with solutions of the diffusion· equation, in view of the 
great progress made in recent years in developing new methods for find-
ing solutions of the wave equation. It thus appears,.that the powerful 
methods of Hadamard and Riesz may be brought to bear on the diffusion 
equation . For a discussion of these methods, see, for example, Webster 
and Baker and Copson, p 54 . 
•. · .. 
' ... ·. 
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PART II 
TURBULENT DIFFUSION 
The sirn.pl-est application of the · equation -of · rrrole·cuiar heat con-
ciueti on ·to prob1en-rs ·o£- tu:rbulent-diffusion is obtained ·by'formally re-
placing th~ coeff:icie,:1t in Eq. (3) of Part I by a · different one ·which is 
m.ore approp-r i ate f•.)r a turbulent pr.oce.s s . The ·suggestion for taking 
this step is the belie:t'that the random behavior of a turbulence e.:ddy is 
in s ome sense ai1.alogous to 1the behavior of a gaseous molecule, and 
the uliirnate ju.stific:=..tion is the suitability of the resulting theory for 
describi n g and predicting diffusion phenomena . The choice of a dif-
fu.sion coefficient in thi s approach is of course determined as the value 
which best suits the theory _. for a given set of measurements. 
I n m.any cases satisfactory results are obtained in this manner, 
und i t is no '.J\'ec:,kness of the theory which requires different coefficients 
for different diffused quantities (momenturri, heat, particles, etc . ) and 
coeff:i.ci ·:::n.t s whi ch m.ay depend also on space coordinates, time, and 
even on the concentration. One may attribute this necessity to the fact 
that different nrn.i:.cing i engths 11 are appropriate in each case, or other-
wise . Xn sorne irnpoz-tant cases, however, a theory cannot. be formulated 
in this rnzcnner , no matter how complex a form is ascribed to the dif-
fusion coefficient, a.n,d; doubt is then cast on the fundamental hypothes i s 
that the mecha.nisrn of turbulent eddies is at all analagous to a collection 
of mole c 1t.le s . 
In order to exa.rnine the significant features of the entire theory-
by-;:u-,.a.l ogy, and to p oi':lt out refinements which have been proposed, it 
is convenient ii::t·st to. reb·ace the usual steps in the derivatioz:t of the 
diffus ion eql!c.tion, e}..:amining .~ach crucial step critically later , 
For ~Y:<:oesent pur poses it is suitable to consider turbulent diffusion 
preces ses OC'-u.rring in ai~ ; specialization to the case of liquids is then 
RCCO!"ilplbhed r.:rH.ne readily than the reverse step . For fur.theT si:rnplicity 
i..b.e d1.scu~sion ·will be '-::. (mfined to ' the diffusion of heat; many of the 
pr:i:nc:i pl~!3 whi ch ::..re involved could, of c ·ourse, .be illustrated by consider-
i n g otL:~ r qua.n ti,tic s , instead . 
rf he equc:.ti<::rn o£ a t mospheric turbulent heat conduction expresses 
a b.;:;ai; 1:nJ.dg.;:: ·:; for· C:L! l _.ele :m.e nt of a i r at a given level of vertic2.l coordinate, 
z, say, n'le.:lsurcd positive upward : the local temperatur e increase is 
d.;;h:rrnir:.ed. by the s1irplue ·of hyat ent~ring the element cornparcd to 
that. v.•kd.ch is h ·eh ... g · re rnc>ve d by eddies·. More precisely it is supposed 
thai a::1 el.e:meni; of a il. .. which i s ·'initially a normal arid ave:cage sample 
of its l-:~UrJto:J.ndiugs is ·c1 i splaced .adiabatic.ally by the action of turbu--
lence . When i t com.es .to rest, generally at a different elevation, heat 
tra.:1s f e:r. occurs a. a a process at constant pressure . Denoting the 
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vertical eddy velocity by w, the de,nsity by p , the temperature byT, 
the upward flux of heat across· unit horizontal area in unit time is 
5'WcpT where the mean value , indicated by the bar, is required be -
cause of the fluctuating character of the quantities which are involved 
and represents a time- and space -averaging over a horizontal plane. 
~he actual fluctuations can be exhibited by writing T=To+T~ 
wA.ere the quantity with subsc ript is the ''steady" value of tempera-
ture and for simplicity will be assumed to depend on the ve r tical 
coordinate only; the quantity witli the pr i me superscript is the local 
temperature anomaly . Adopting a similar convention with r egard to 
the density, and taking the spe~}fic heat at constant pressure , Cp , 
to be a constant , the above expression becomes 
The vanishing of the term containing T0 i s a result of the fact that 
is assumed to depend on z only, and the mean vertical transport of 
mass ~W must vanish at a g i ven level. The approximation involved 
in writing p0 for p is that the vari ations p' are assumed very small 
compared to the dens i ty i tself, and the existence of an appreciable 
flux depends ultimately on the existence. of a correlation betw~en W 
and T' . 
The net flux into a layer of thickness d z is then 
and the heating accomplished thereby i s 
so that 
?oCp ~1Q =- cPz(t>ocPwT') (1 ) 
under the present assumptions ~ 
The most difficult step of relati ng the fluctuating component to 
known quantities , whi ch is in fact the central problem of all work in 
turbulenc_e , is usually accomplished by making the assumptions de -
scribed above . More explicitly, if the vertical distance travelled by 
an eddy before it cornes to rest at z is denoted by -t , then the 
temperature at z-t i s 
1 (z _ D) = 1: (z) _ o QTo(z) + _.:t_ OZTo(z) + ... 
o v o -t. az z az.z. if the 
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temp.erature distribution is a smooth enough one . If , moreover, the 
length -e is sufficiently small , the third and subsequent terms are negli-
gible . The adiabatic cooling c aused by expansion of the r i sing element 
is rt where r denotes the (constant) adiabatic lapse rate, equal to 1 °C. 
per hundred meters in the atmosphere , approxi mately . Consequently the 
eddy, when it reaches elevation z it. has temperature 
To(z) + -r = ··r~{z)--t g~ -['{ and T'= --etr.nc ~- r) \.{)z 
so that Eq. (1) becomes 
when the coefficient of turbul e nt heat conduction is defined a.s 
K=-tw 
considered to be a conntan t, and the derivativ e When K is 
,~ a a a . o 
d t ==- at +-u3i( + v '0~ T"w oz: 
is approximated by the first term , one obtains 
~~ =K~J~ 
{2) 
(3) 
which is identical to the classical equation of heat conduction in its 
simplest form . The last approximation is strictly true when the com-
ponent velocities of the mediun"l , t..l; V, w all vanish . 
The precise signifi c~nce of the J ength .f, is somewhat obscured by 
the idealizations which have beer_ made (by neglecting variati ons of densi-
ty, for example) and at this point it may be regarded empirically as that 
length which , combined w 1th the vertical component of velocity ·.;v 
yields the appropriate value of the coefficient K 
Numerous objections have been r aised with rega.rd to the equation 
(3) when i t is appli ed to turbulent phenomena., and some of th~se criti --
cisms will be b r iefly indicated at this point. 
The model c f a tu r bulence eddy which ha s been visualized i n ._ the 
above derivation introduces a characteri stic or mixing length through 
which it is supposed that the eddy first moves without exchanging its 
surplus or defect of heat , and only then does mixi ng start. This very 
greatly idealize d model demands !irst consideration by reason of the 
resulting mathematical simpli c i ty of th-e differenti al equation (3) . But 
it is clear that , ever. if the history of an eddy is of the kind assumed , 
there is no reason to expect that a single length -e describes all eddies 
equally well . The natur'::! of exte rnal disturbances, the proximity of 
boundaries, the extent of energy d i ssi pation, and other factors may, 
moreover , be e xpected greatly to influenc e the distance traversed by 
such an eddy . All of these factors and others are effectively lumped 
together when the value of K is assigned by properly interpreting 
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measurements of concentration in a controlled experiment . Under simi-
lar circumstances the value previously determined can then be used to 
predict concentrations when the experiment is repeated. It is of course 
not useful under sufficiently diffe·rent circumstances and one weakness of 
the theory is that it gives no indication of the tolerable variations of physi-
cal parain:eters, much less theform of dependence of the resultant change 
on parameter variatio.n . 
A direct con!;!eque-nce of the geometry of the assumed mechanism 
is that the coefficient K is positive: an upward velocity (positive W ) 
carries an element through a (positive) change of elevation {, , and a 
downward-moving eddy corresponds to a negative -e . In both cases W 
and ~ are of the same sign and consequently have a non-negative product. 
The values of K determined experimentally are found to be posi-
tive and furnish a theory which is in many respects satisfactory. In 
the realm of atmospheric phenomena, however, even in processes which 
are dominated by turbulent effects, there are great difficulties in appli-
cation of the theory. One is the almost u·niversal increase in potential 
temperature* with elevation. Such a stratification should be destroyed 
by the effects of turbulence within a few hours, according to the present 
theory, yet it is observed to be persistent for much longer periods of 
time over large areas: it is in fact characteristic of the greatest part 
of the atmosphere at all times . 
This paradox and others led Priestley and Swinbank to a modifi-
cation of the theory outlined above, based on one point of fallacious 
logic ill the classical theory . The assumption is made that the eddy 
originated at a level z -t where it was a normal sample of its environ-
ment possessing the average value for that level of the transferred 
quantity, which is heat in this case. The contradiction is that if the 
eddy is a normal sample of its environment it is not more likely to 
have the average temperature than some other value; the other values 
are indeed present because of the very existence of turbulence . 
Alternatively, while the assumed normal sample could be expected 
to possess average values of physical properties in the earliest 
stages of the development of turbulence, the same is not' to be expected 
at later times. The consequence of ignoring this contradiction is that 
the theory considers only indiscriminate and random: mixing (analagous 
to diffusion of molecules) but fails to account for an actual discrimina-
tion in the direction of motion on the part of a moving :eddy;, an 
*The potential temperature is a convenient reference value, defined 
as the temperature which ~ould be assumed by a parcel of .air when it is 
carried by adiabatic processes to a standard pressure. 
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ascending eddy which is warmer than its surroundings is more likely to 
continue rising 
These ideas are made more exact by supposing that the normal 
sample of its environment has a temperature anomaly T'', so that its 
temperature is To(?.--e)-~T''when it is at rest with respect to its sur-
roundings . Tl en its temperature at level z is 
l~(z) + T' = To(z -~) + T''- rt 
so that according to previous assumptions about T0 (z) 
T' = -t ( -~; + r) + T '' 
and the equation corresponding to (2) will be 
dTa = _Q_\ K(QJ4+r\-wT'') li oz 1 \ oz ) J (4) 
The first term in brackets is the usual one which represents trans-
fer of heat fron'l high potential -temperature to regions of low potential 
temperature . The second term is the result of the additional con-
sideration that an eddy may originate with a temperature different from 
the average of its surroundings . If an element warmer than its sur-
roundings (so that"T')'Q) tends to rise, so thatw><), the product is posi-
tive; it is likewise positive for a cooler element. Hence the term wT'' 
is essentially positive . It represents the correlation of the vertical 
velocity at level Z with the excess temperature of the element when it 
was last at resL Therefore, the second term in brackets in equation 
(4) tends to cancel the effect of the first. It has been conjectured that 
the establishment of thi.s balance may be the reason why turbulence does 
not succeed in destroying the upwardly increasing potential temperature , 
It has been suggested by Priestley and Swinbank that the new effect, which 
they label the buoyancy effect, may not only decrease the mechanical 
effects repres~nted by the first term in brackets in (4), but may be great-
er than it; this would correspond to negative values of K . Such valu.es 
are considered unlikely by other workers in the field of diffusion prob-
lems, and in this connection it has been pointed out by Dr . H . J . Stewart* 
that in the measurements which are thought to support the conclusion 
that K<O is possible , distinction is not ma.de between coefficients for 
momentum and those for heat, These experimental difficulties are recog-
nized by Priestley and Swinbank who point out , in fact , that all values of 
K previously obtained may need correction before they can be used. for 
c01nparison with the new theory . 
::.'< Private communication . 
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An equation similar to (4) has been given independently by Ertel, 
representing fundamentally similar mechanis~, but with diffe -rent con-
clusions from those indicated above. 
To consider other aspects of the theory-by-analogy, the buoyancy 
effect just discussed will be negl~·cted, and attention will be focused on 
the arguments which led, .to th'e derivation of equation (3) for the diffusion 
of heat. It was found tna't the temperature anomaly T' is proportional to 
the temperature gradient, and· the proportionality factor was taken to be 
a simple length . If one considers other di,ffused quantities, however , 
similar assumptions and correspondingly simple results appear less 
plausible in some instances. For, proceeding more generally, suppose 
Z denotes the quantity whose diffusion is being studied, and let X be the 
amount of Z per unit mass of air. The diffusion equation was seen from 
first principles to be 
lt(~'X) =- ~(upward flux); 
further progress requires an assumption about the form of the flux. 
W~en an eddy travels from one level to another carrying with it the a-
mount /G corresponding to the original level, the new level acquires a 
quantity proportional to the difference at the two levels. In particular, 
if X, is the same at both levels. the net flux at the second level is zero. 
It thus seems reasonable to assume 
upward flux = -C g~ 
where C may depend on the amount of air crossing the surface across 
which the flux is measured. It may also depend on Z , on :X, • and on 
a~ . but must remain finite when~~- 0 since the net flux must then ~ · uZ 
be zero. Dependence on X, and its derivatives must be ruled out of prac-
tical consideration at once since if it were retained, the resulting equation 
would be non-linear in the unknown quantity X, and consequently cannot be 
treated except in very special cases. In this way one is compelled in formu-
lating a theory to consider only mathematically tractable problems; these 
of course may have little relation to the physical processes which occur in 
turbulent eddy diffusion. Consequently it seems that to whatever extent the 
diffusion coefficient depends on concentration. mathematical difficulties are 
insuperable at present . 
But _even when the dependence of. C on )G is ignored, assuring linea-
rity of the partial differential equation, great practical difficulties remain. 
In general the resulting equations are understood only to the extent that 
- (" ( 
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,J.:·.• 1 ~t, 'J •f'JlJ,.,')\..I. ~-. i "' • ~-- rl(. , 
cir~.ums.-~~.~~~T8 jtr,!f:;,~pow,n u.I?-~~r .t~hicrfi solutions exist ~I?-~ H~s~11 S}S, Ja~il~ar 
properties (the same is not true of no~-lipear equ{iti~n.~) , ,r B .U:~ 9~1Y. ·: the · 
simplest functional forms ofc(z.) lead to equations which are tractable . 
The_ s. ral~t,i.~ns ,taken, ~r~m cla~~ical hHat . conducti~n theory . ~or!"e_spo,nd to 
c. =,,cp~~· . r: .fo ; e?'a,.mple ; Ip_ th.e ca.s~ of 1turbulent, ~ff1:1s~on :q.~a.r l;>ound,a.-
ri~.)~ j t, \~ . ,th,q,ught. tp._at . tl]~ . depf'! n<;lence ,; ~h~,~ld be loga:ritluni.s . ". 1 ~he ,.p~a~ - . ,1 
ti~~L ~~fHc'-:ltY .of ,sol-'-;'in<g 1th~ d~ffusiop, e .q~p.tion in th.is , fo:t:m: is .s.o gr~at. , . 
th~t l1P; ~plqtion,s a~.«:; kP.-Pvyn, ;~q , .~?C;ist. -~. Q . L. Su~tpn, .J ."!-.eger , , t+n~ rf>the:r;~, 
using ~c;tplP..Gf! T_:ca.n~fqrm al)..d: other ptetho,ds, have s~cceed,~~ j :q.1 o~t.r_in?.,ng. 
solutipp.~ c in s,o~e ~c~~.~~ wP,e, :r.~ C(~~ . co:qt~~~s ,qp.ly powers 9~ Z-1 • ~ T:P.~Jse 
sol,\,l,~ip~s ... inyc:>ly~ .- gr,~at P}&th~·mat~c9-l sompl;cat~on , and t wP:~n the lpg~rj,th ;­
mic .fU;~ct~on~ ~re app;r:9?Cimat~!l · qy PBW.e;r,s .,t repp ,es~n,~ tl~e . l;lighest pQint in 
t~~-' fi.e~Efl..o,p~t;;n~ ~f ; t.l;l.~ tll~q~y; . ,, tTlw·.· ;solutions foun,.~ in,clud~...J tw? -and .~thr,~~­
dimensional cases in which the diffusion coefficient de,pt;r~:ds on rth,e tYlertical 
coordinate only . 
t' 
~- j' ;~~ } ,~1.. '1./~·t' ) . ~·~,-..., ' . I • '/ 
The proximity of a boundary and the Jnature of its surface are known 
to exert ~ str.ong, ipfll,;~nse on both ,th,e, q~a,lita~iy~ p.n~ qua~titatiye, featq.~es 
of tu_rbul~nt , d:j.ffusion .process~~ · , The lower .}.,ayer,s of. tht; ; ep.rth,' ~ c;ttr.pos ._., 
pheJ:e., 4avr~., l;>~e.n .sf~1qjeq m,Qst ~ thoxoughl,Y in tl).~s rega-rd. ~xt,_ensi~e r ·e. r:_,m 
sea!c!t c~nt;e,:r-;efl · in . ~nglfl.n4 ,in rec~.nt year.!;i ,}las grea,tl y imp.r..ove4l tp.e . und~r­
stanpi,ng . Qf: .phy,st.c;:al"proce.sses ,in, the atmo~phe .r~ .n~~ri soJ.i.d--· and .liqui~cplane 
surfaces . The theory developed by 0 . Q., .Sutton. Ros-s by and .. Mont·gomery, 
Sheppard, Calder and others, guided and confirmed by extensive measure-
ments made by Deacon, PasquiU'; and oth~rs ·h:as clarified the nature of 
turbulent diffusion throughout the friction layer of the atmosphere and its 
impli~c;atipn~ .for, ,diffu.~io:q. , ,, ·l'he opcuili r~i(l;ce ·of a ' relati.vely tthiek. turbulen.t; 
.. () . 
frictlOP rlayer }nay, likewi.se ,pe antic.i;pated in., se.diment-1-ade flows;. rin these 
flows the adaption of diffusion theory. to conditions of "aerodynamical!~ 
roughJ,' flP,,WP. i~ of ~inte:J;"~st . . L~ .. . , .•,. ,. 1 · - ·t;,,l , -
, A_fo~mulation .by .. Q •. G , Sutton .o£ the the.ory of turbu1ent . d-iffusion of, 
tp.~tt.e, r1 - ~0J\S~sted o£ . ~ n:1athematic-al .treatment which was found tto be satis-
• r, 
factory ~ill manyl.r ,espects, , but failed rto provide results ·.of.the co:rrect• absa-
, lu~e magnitude .. · ·Jt was subsequently conJectured that the theory, which· was 
bas~Cl. o~ ear!;i~r . w,ork of Sutton's, w,as ;s.tri<;:tl y , applicable only .to flow.;over 
smoot}i ,.suda.ces . Th~ smo-othness .referred to wil'll he defined. more •pre .-
.cist:;ly· p~esently., , and its implicatiOJ?.S for diffusion will also be •see·n.1 Twb 
rather , piffe~ent ·app:r;-oaches to,. an. improved theory• ha:ve . subsequently beem 
developed by Calder and by Sutton . Calder's treatment is .a direct appli-
cation of a theory proposed by Nikuradse and Schlichting for flow in pipes 
an~ wiytd tunn,els, -and his work has led to .solutions of impor.t ant two di-
I'r.l.e!fsional dif.fusion problems which are: in., excellent a •gre.ement: withJ experi-
ment. Sutt.on ha·s modified· his. version. of the statistical theory of. tu·rbulence, 
taking account of roughness . This has permitted solutions of both two-and 
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three -dimensional problems which are in entire! y satisfactory agreement 
with experiments in conditions of small temperature gradient. Sutton 1 s 
treatment has clarified the fundamental concepts involved by a critical 
examination of the basic relations employed in the theory of rough flow. 
It suits present purposes to review the main features of this work, start-
ing from first principles. 
Flow near smooth surfaces will be briefly considered first in a 
manner which permits dire .ct comparison with the case of rough-surface 
flow. By choosing an X -axis in the local direction of a steady mean 
flow, the mean velocity ii is in the direction of this axis . If we consider, 
moreover, a flow which is two -·dimensional, for simplicity, then "U de-
pends only on the distance z above the surface. When the pressure gradi-
ent in the direction of flow ~ is a small quantity compared with other flow 
quantities of the same dimensions, then the shearing stress 1: per unit area 
does not vary with height. This is generally true in shallow layers near 
the surface, at least, and is easily seen by considering the forces acting on 
an element fluid. The equality of forces in the X-direction yields at once 
pdz-( p+ g~dx)dz +(--r+ ~dz)dx -'tdX =0 
o r 
~ _££. 
QZ- oX 
z 
-t---------.-" 
Hence, if the press~re gradient Lvanishe s the shearing stress does :pot de-
pend on z and so has the same value at all heights, equal to its value ~0 
at the surface. The shearing stress is made up chiefly of the turbulent or 
Reynolds stress -~u'w' where p is the fluid density, 11' > w' , are the 
turbulent velocity components . Prandtl related the turbulent velocity com-
ponents . to the mean flow by putting 
(5) 
which introduces the so -called mixing length -e which is in fact defined by 
this equation . Consequently it is unnecessary at this point to consider the 
possible physicai significance of the parameter .f. (which has been discussed 
previously and clearly has the dimension of length) , or to see the motivation 
for relating the turbulent velocity components to the. mean flow in the par t i-
cular manner indicated. No empiricism has been introduced up to this p int, 
but further progress in the theory requires some knowledge of :P, . Such 
information, strictly speaking, will not be available until the mechanism of 
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turbulent eddies is known, and this circumstance requires as assumption 
to be made about the functional form of -e if any progress is to be made 
on a diffusion theory. Before discussing various possibilities , it is con-
venient to introduce one further parameter. 
In turbulent flows the eddy component U1 is found to be roughly pro-
portional to the local mean flow; consequently the apparent shear stress 
1:; is approximately proportional to the square of the mean velocity. A 
widely used quantity which makes this proportionality exact is the''friction 
velocity" -tt* , defined by the relation 
By supposing a mechanism of turbulence which is in some sense 
similar to the behavior of gaseous molecules, it seems plausible to as-
sume (in crude analogy to kinetic theory} that the quantity { depends on 
the gradient of the mean velocity but not on the magnitude of this velocity 
itself. The problems of determining the velocity profile is then one in 
which only the quantities.£. , Z , p , -u.,. , and ~ (the viscosity coeffi-
cient) appear . Since the only dimensionless ratios which can be formed 
from these quantities are~ /z and f 'U.r...f;/ p , it follows that the vari-
ables must appear in these ratios in a formula for the '\elocity profile. 
Before proceeding further it is necessary to consider the properties of 
flow over a smooth surface. Such flows are characterized by the presence 
of three distinct zones: (a) In the zone immediately adjacent to the sur-
face, the "laminar sub-layer", there is intense shear and small vertical 
motion; the flow is laminar and viscosity effects are predominant on 
account of the great shear. (b) Above this is the turbulent boundary layer 
with smaller velocity gradient and considerable vertical motion. {c) The 
region in which the viscous effects are negligible compared with the Rey-
nolds, or apparent, stresses. 
It has been found that the flow near a plane surface depends on the 
degree of roughness of the surface and that irregularities of the surface 
must be compared with the thickness of the laminar sub-layer. Flows in 
which irregularities are completely submerged in this sub-layer are known 
as ''aerodynamically smooth'', whereas those in which the irregularities 
protrude through the sublayer are known as ''aerodynamically rough'' flows . 
Between these two types there is a transitional regime in which the flow is 
neither smooth nor fully rough. 
It follows that since the laminar sublayer is rather shallow, a sur-
face which is in a smooth flow in the technical sense is also smooth in the 
ordinary sense . A natural first assumption for the turbulent zone in which 
molecular viscosity is not important is that t/z is a constant, { -. kz. , say, 
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where k is a dimensionle ss number . It then follows at once from the 
definitions that 
so that 
d-u = ·U* dz KZ. 
(6) 
the constant necessarily being determi ned by a boundary condition -- a 
matter of some difficulty i n generaL Since the fr i cti on velocity tiff is 
of the same order of magnitude as the eddy velocities , it is the most 
natural reference velocity for the fr i ction layer , and a preferable ex -
pression for (6) in dimensionless form can therefore be written as 
u I I ( pu*z) t uM- = k oge }-l ..... cons ., ( 6 I) 
which is, of course, neither more general or less than (6) . 
The universal constant k has be~n found to have a value of approxi-
mately 0 . 4, and this value is now the usually accepted one . Extensive 
laboratory tests by Nikuradse and othe rs have shown that for flow in smooth 
pipes the value of the additive constant in ( 7} is' 5 ,. 5 , so that 
u __ 1 
1 
(eu*z\ . u+~ - ~ 0-4 oge f.A . / -r5.5 
__ I_ log { 9pu~z) approximately 
0.4 e\ 0 > (.7) 
- ~,..\ According to this the boundary condition is that -tl vani shes at z = ~9 ~..Utf< 
approximately, and the fo r mula is inapplicable for smaller values o f Z 
For flow over a rough surface it is to be anticipated that viscosity 
will play a mi:nor role in determinin.g the total resistance and the ve l ocity 
profile. Ignoring the viscosity altogether and assuming the velocity 
v .anishes at some height z 0 , the profile equation bec omes 
'8) 
where now z 0 , which is termed the ''roughness length" , must b e determined 
from the experiment . From experi ments with pipes roughened by unifo rm 
grains of sand Z 0 is found to be approximately !/30th of the sand g rai n d~-
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ameter; values for other flows have been tabulated by Sheppard and others. 
A different treatment given by Rossby and Montgomery who assume 
that the mixing length depends on the roughness, by putting 
{ -k(z+Zo) 
so that the differential equation for the profile is 
I dtr i I U* dz = k . _Z_;_,+_Z_o j 
thus the velocity gradient is finite at the surface z=O , and the profile 
is 
- I ~4 = k\oge.(Z +z0)+ (onst. 
and the conditionU:.Oatz-0 is satisfied by writing this as 
~,. = ~ loge( z~~o) ( 9) 
The profile given by (9) has the advantage over (8} that it confines the 
effects of roughness to the layers near the surface, for Zo is generally 
much smaller than the values of z over which (9) is applicable. At 
relatively great heights (9) is very nearly the same as (8}, which is the 
more usual form. 
When the roughness length Zo decreases toward zero, surface 
irregularities are absortbed. by the laminar sub-layer and the surface 
becomes a smooth one, in "the sense of the definition given above. 
Neither of the profile equations (8) or (9) for rough flow reduces to the 
smooth flow form (7}, however, as z 0+0 . It is desirable to have one 
expression for the mean velocity profile which includes flow over any 
type of surface; rough flow for finite values of the roughness pa.rameter 
z0 , smooth flow for vanishing Zo Sutton has introduced . the pa-
rameter 1\ls.U*Zo which he denotes the "macroviscosity" and by which 
the desired unification of the theory is. effected. The same parameter 
is then used in diffusion theory and is, in fact, suggested by Sutton to 
be the most significanLmeasure of the quality of a flow, more appropri-
ate than the roughness length for problems of turbulent diffusion. 
Equation (8) can be written 
u i ('U z.) 
-=-log ~
-u,. k "' N 
(8 ') 
while (9) is 
(9') 
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these are the forms of the velocity profile according to the formulations 
of Prandtl (eq. (8'}) and Rossley and Montgomery (eq. (9')). These can 
be generalized to include the case of aerodynamically smooth flow, by 
writing 
( 8") 
and 
( 9 ") 
For smooth flows N=O and these reduce to the forms (7}. For 
fully rough flows N is very much greater than -1) ; the profile e,'-
quations (8") and (9") are then indistinguishable from the classical 
forms (8} and (9) . 
The treatment of diffusion over rough surfaces can now be con-
sidered. ~ln the light of the generalization affected by the int:::oduction 
of the mao•roviscosity in the profile equations (8"} and (9"), the analo-
gous extension of diffusion theory appears quite naturally. 
For this purpose our point of departure is «the form of the corre-
lation coefficient R(~) between the eddy velocities which affect a group 
of particles at times t and t+l . It is derived by considering that such 
a correlation must depend in the first instance on the density p and 
viscosity )...\ of the fluid, the eddying energy, and the times ~ . Since 
the only dimensionless ratio involving these quantities is 
where )I = ;,-t/p 
and since one anticipates that as ~-0 R-+ I , and as g....,. r.o 1 R ~ 0 
the correlation coefficient may be teoiatively assumed to be of the form 
R(~) =- ( v \n ll +w'2~) 
:) 
( 1 C) 
where Y1 is a positive number. When the number n is determ}<ned by 
fitting to the observed velocity profile the power law u = u.( ~,t (Z-n) 
then (10) is well confirmed for diffusion processes over smooth surfaces. 
Its direct application to diffusion over rough surfaces has failed to fur-
nish re suits which are quantitatively correct. 
In fully rough f~ o-.ps the kinematic viscosity 11 must be of no im-
-42-
portance; previous considerations then suggest that one should write 
R(~) ::c ( N ~;: w·~~Y > (10 ') 
This generalization has the already familiar properties of suitable 
reduction in the case of smooth flow (10) and d i minishi ng importance of 
kinematic viscosity 1f for rough flows (in which N>>ll ) . 
A vertical diffusion coefficient corresponding to the coefficient 
(10 ') can be written in the form of a power of Z + Zo For suffi-
ciently simple diffusion p ro blems the exact soiution of the resulting 
diffusion equations can be obtained; approximate solutions are possible 
more generally . Comparison of the exact solution with observations, 
for the two-dimensional problem, have been made by Deacon and found 
to be most favorable . Similarly favorable resulting have been obtained 
by comparing the generalized form of the diffusion coefficient (10') with 
direct observations. 
It thus appears that for problems of turbulent flow and diffusion 
near rough surfaces the introduction of the macroviscosity N marks 
a definite improvement of the theory . A similar treatment is the:t:efore 
suggested for problems of particle sedimentation and diffusion . 
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